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Prices and specifications may change without notice.  All prices are subject to VAT.  Full terms of sale are available on request and at www.chrisroe.co.uk. 

Grids/gastronorm containers must be purchased separately.   Many accessories available. 
 
Services required: 3 phase electrical supply (model 061 can be specified in single phase at time of 
order) or suitable gas and ventilation, cold water, drainage. 
 
INSTALLATION CHARGES APPLY - SITE SURVEY REQUIRED 

 

Rational Steam Combi Ovens 

Updated 20/05/2022 

iCombi Classic models:iCombi Classic models:iCombi Classic models:iCombi Classic models: Our discounted prices:Our discounted prices:Our discounted prices:Our discounted prices:

MODEL H W D Capacity Meals/day ELECTRIC GAS  

ICC061 804 850 842 6 x 1/1 gn 30-100 4516.00 5378.00

ICC101 1064 850 842 10 x 1/1 gn 80 - 150 6338.00 7345.00

ICC62 804 1072 1042 6 x 2/1 gn 60 - 160 6885.00 7983.00

ICC102 1064 1072 1042 10 x 2/1 gn 150 - 300 9144.00 10599.00

ICC201 1872 877 913 20 x 1/1 gn 150 - 300 11703.00 13215.00

ICC202 1872 1082 1117 20 x 2/1 gn 300 - 500 16757.00 18931.00

iCombi Pro models:iCombi Pro models:iCombi Pro models:iCombi Pro models: Our discounted prices:Our discounted prices:Our discounted prices:Our discounted prices:

MODEL H W D Capacity Meals/day ELECTRIC GAS  

ICP061 804 850 842 6 x 1/1 gn 30-100 5735.00 6833.00

ICP101 1064 850 842 10 x 1/1 gn 80 - 150 8052.00 9334.00

ICP62 804 1072 1042 6 x 2/1 gn 60 - 160 8748.00 10145.00

ICP102 1064 1072 1042 10 x 2/1 gn 150 - 300 11623.00 13486.00

ICP201 1872 877 913 20 x 1/1 gn 150 - 300 13606.00 15366.00

ICP202 1872 1082 1117 20 x 2/1 gn 300 - 500 19489.00 22019.00

MODEL      £

LH Left hinged door (only available on electric models 061/101/102) 313.00

60.31.089 Static stand for models 061/101 395.00

60.31.090 Static stand for models 062/102 461.00

60.31.095 Mobile stand for models 061/101 595.00

60.31.102 Mobile stand for models 062/102 667.00

60.31.086 Static stand for models 061/101 with gn storage 880.00

60.31.087 Static stand for models 062/102 with gn storage 996.00

60.31.103 Mobile stand for models 61/101 with gn storage 1078.00

60.31.104 Mobile stand for models 62/102 with gn storage 1172.00

60.73.991 Double stacking kit for electric models 061 on 101 614.00

60.74.725 Double stacking kit for electric models 062 on 102 803.00

60.31.622 Low stand required with double stacking kit 359.00

Accessories:Accessories:Accessories:Accessories:

Whatever your business you will save money on staff costs and reduced shrinkage with 
these Rational steam combi ovens. Typical savings on 200 meals a day would be £1500 
per month over conventional cooking on portion control alone, but you do not have to be 
doing these quantities to feel the benefits.  Dishes look and taste better; meats are more 
juicy and succulent.  It is a whole new world of cooking.  If you would like to know more 
before you buy we can arrange for you to attend one of the manufacturers’ regular 
demonstration days in our area. 
 

The new iCombi Classic iCombi Classic iCombi Classic iCombi Classic models feature manual operation. ClimaPlus technology 
provides 10-stage regulation of temperature and humidity. The single-point core 
temperature probe is coupled with 100 programs of up to 12 steps in Delta-T 
configuration. The iCombi Classic control panel includes a colour display with self-
explanatory symbols and soft keys, plus a central dial with user friendly push-to-set 

function. 
 

The new iCombi Pro iCombi Pro iCombi Pro iCombi Pro models are fully 
automated with a simple-to-use touch 
screen interface. Select what type of food 
you are cooking, choose what results you 
want and the machine will do the rest. 
Intelligent climate management will ensure 
perfect results every time. 1000 programs 
are available with up to 12 steps each, aided 
by a 6-point core temperature system. The 
iCombi Pro control panel has a 10.1” TFT 
colour display and capacitive touchscreen. 
 

All models feature automatic descaling and 
cleaning, integrated hand shower, 
multispeed fan, internal LED lighting and 
many other advanced features as you would 
expect from the world’s leading 
manufacturer of steam combi ovens. 

ICC101 iCombi Classic 10-grid model 


